Ultrasonic assessment of endometrial changes in stimulated cycles in an in vitro fertilization and embryo transfer program.
Four distinct patterns in the ultrasonic appearance of preovulatory endometrium can be identified and described in patients undergoing stimulated cycles in an in vitro fertilization program. Ultrasonically, this endometrial response can be seen as a quantitative change in thickness and a qualitative change in gray-scale appearance or reflectivity. The application of this additional parameter of endometrial assessment together with the conventional measurement of follicular diameter as a means of optimally timing oocyte collection has been associated with a reduction in the preoperative ovulation rate from 10.9 to 3.2%, an increase in the fertilization rate from 59.2 to 82.5%, and in a pregnancy rate per embryo transfer of 20.5% in our program without the use of hormonal assays.